Abstract-This work presents a method that enables Arabic NLP community to build scalable lexical resources. The proposed method is low cost and efficient in time in addition to its scalability and extendibility. The latter is reflected in the ability for the method to be incremental in both aspects, processing resources and generating lexicons. Using a corpus; firstly, tokens are drawn from the corpus and lemmatized. Secondly, finite state transducers (FSTs) are generated semi-automatically. Finally, FSTs are used to produce all possible inflected verb forms with their full morphological features. Among the algorithm's strength is its ability to generate transducers having 184 transitions, which is very cumbersome, if manually designed. The second strength is a new inflection scheme of Arabic verbs; this increases the efficiency of FST generation algorithm. The experimentation uses a representative corpus of Modern Standard Arabic. The number of semi-automatically generated transducers is 171. The resulting open lexical resources coverage is high. Our resources cover more than 70% Arabic verbs. The built resources contain 16,855 verb lemmas and 11,080,355 fully, partially and not vocalized verbal inflected forms. All these resources are being made public and currently used as an open package in the Unitex framework available under the LGPL license.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Arabic is a member of the Semitic language family consisting mainly of Arabic, Aramaic, Amharic and Hebrew. Semitic languages are characterized by i) a lexicon built mainly from triliteral and quadriliteral roots ii) a writing system from right to left and iii) an alphabet of Abjed nature where only consonants, not vowels, are represented among the basic graphemes [1] . The Arabic is the first Semitic language in number of speakers with more than 340 million speakers and the fourth World language in number of Internet users 1 . Arabic is divided into Classical Arabic (CA) and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the former being the language of sacred texts of Islam, the Koran and the Hadith and also the language of the cultural, literary and scientific heritage of the Arab-Muslim civilization. The MSA is the direct descendent of the former and is the official language of the Arab world today; so it is used in education, media and administrative correspondence. MSA expressed differences from CA on the lexical, morphological and syntactic levels [2, 3] . These differences were summarized by Attia [3] in the following points:
 The MSA lexicon is richer than CA lexicon, since it incorporates new words borrowed from other languages,  In general, MSA conforms to the morphology and syntax rules of CA, but in MSA there is a greater tendency for simplification and modern writers use only a subset of the full range of structures, inflections and derivations available in CA,
Used by over 22 countries worldwide, Arabic vernacular is classified into seven groups [4] : Egyptian Arabic (EGY), Levantine Arabic (LEV), Gulf Arabic (GLF), Maghreb Arabic (MAG), Iraqi Arabic (IRQ), Yemeni Arabic (YEM) and Maltese Arabic (MLT).
Processing Arabic like other languages requires large linguistic resources in order to carry different tasks. Whether the task is lightweight such as spellchecker or heavy like machine translation, these resources are crucial. Lexica are recognized as a fundamental prerequisite for all natural language processing tasks [5] . Building one's own linguistic resources is an economic way for the NLP researcher to acquire a crucial component in these tasks. On the other hand, it is quite difficult and beyond the budget of the researchers to build wide-scale coverage resources for the target language; because one the most challenging factors is that we are nowhere close to constructing a complete and systematic dictionaries of the basic linguistic building blocks for majority of languages if not for all. Such precious resources could be put to immediate use in a large variety of applications such as automatic translation, information retrieval, syntactic parsing and many other areas [5] . For this reason the current paper suggests a method for building scalable resources for Arabic verbs. It should be noted that Arabic verbs are monolexical units; hence we focus only on monolexical unit dictionaries. In the next section, we survey related work concerning the Arabic lexical resources; then a theoretical background on finitestate technology and Arabic morphology is introduced in section three. In the fourth section, we outline the details and objectives of the proposed approach. Finally we present the results of the experimentation of our system and the produced transducers and then we evaluate them against the gold reference.
II. RELATED WORK
Different techniques were used to automatically acquire lexica from corpora of different languages, e.g. for French, the key insight in [6] relies on the idea that the existence of a hypothetical lemma can be guessed if several different words found in the corpus are best interpreted as morphological variants of this lemma.
In [7] the authors extract automatically a bilingual Arabic-English dictionary from a parallel corpora, the process of the approach takes four stages : preprocessing, alignment, extracting and filtering. They apply different tools and techniques to achieve these four steps, the MADA [8] was used in the preprocessing step, the GIZA++ [9] for alignment and Pharaoh [10] for translation extraction and finally they used Ripper [11] a rule-based machine learning classifier to accomplish the filtering task.
The work of [12] presents an inference algorithm that organizes observed words (tokens) into structured inflectional paradigms (types). It also naturally predicts the spelling of unobserved forms that are missing from these paradigms, and discovers inflectional principles (grammar) that generalize to wholly unobserved words.
Durret in [13] presents a completely data-driven and language independent approach; the paper describes a supervised technique to predicting the set of all inflected forms of a lexical item. The system automatically acquires the orthographic transformation rules of morphological paradigms from labeled examples, and then learns the contexts in which those transformations apply using a discriminative sequence model.
In the rest of this section we will survey work related to Arabic lexica and try to emphasize the characteristics of each resource with respect to our work. The work cited below is not necessarily carried out using the finite-state machines.
BAMA/SAMA Lexicon
The Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA) [14] is widely used in the Arabic NLP research community. It is designed for analysis and not generation and therefore its lexical resources take the stem-affixes format. The verbal resource contains 8,709 lemmas and 33,393 stems, each verb may have up to five stems matching the tenses of perfect active, imperfect active, perfect passive, imperfect passive and imperative [3, 15] . The entire resources cover 40,648 Arabic lemmas and over 82,000 stems, these items are structured in three tables A, B and C. An Arabic word is considered as a concatenation of prefix, stem and suffix. Sublexicon A contains all the combinations of proclitics and inflectional prefixes for verbs and nouns (561 items), sublexicon C contains all the combinations of inflectional suffixes and enclitics for verbs and nouns (989 items). Table B contains the lemmas and their corresponding stems.
The most recent version of BAMA was released under the name of SAMA (Standard Arabic Morphological Analyzer) [16] . Attia [3] and Neme [15] list some drawbacks of SAMA lexicon which we summarize as follows:
 25% of the lexical items are obsolete,  Lexical resources of SAMA are not representative of MSA,  Although SAMA resources are open, it is complex to extend it with new entries,  The stem lexicon entries corresponding to a lemma are numerous and need to be subcategorized.
Aracomlex Lexicon
For the construction of a lexicon for MSA, Attia [3] 
DIINAR
The DIINAR project was developed in Lyon2 University for terminological and translation purposes. The total number of lemma entries in the DIINAR.1 database equals 121,522. This includes 445 tool-words belonging to various grammatical categories (e.g.: prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) and the prototype of a proper name database of 1,384 entries. Both types of entries are associated with a particular word-formative grammar, and with their own subsets of morpho-syntactic specifiers [17] .
The entries are fully vocalized and include 19,457 verb lemmas. A conventional programming framework and databases are used for generation and analysis with a lemma-based lexicon encoded according to this framework [15] .
Even though they have the highest coverage percentage of all Arabic lexical resources, the DIINAR resources remain not open and they are out of reach for researchers with a cost of €11,000.
Almorgeana and Elexir Lexicon
Both of the projects Almorgeana [8] and ElexirFM [18] extend the BAMA with the generation ability. They are very close in spirit because both of them implement the functional Arabic morphology [4] . The building of Almorgeana didn't just involve the reversal of the Buckwalter analyzer engine, which only focuses on analysis, but also extending it and its databases to be used in a lexeme-and-feature level of representation for both analysis and generation.
The lexicon of ElexirFM project is derived from the open-source Buckwalter lexicon and is enhanced with information from the syntactic annotations of the Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank.
Functional Arabic Morphology is a formulation of the Arabic inflectional system seeking the working interface between morphology and syntax. ElixirFM is its highlevel implementation that reuses and extends the Functional Morphology library for Haskell. Inflection and derivation are modeled in terms of paradigms, grammatical categories, lexemes and word classes. The computation of analysis or generation is conceptually distinguished from the general-purpose linguistic model. The lexicon of ElixirFM is designed with respect to abstraction, yet is no more complicated than printed dictionaries [18] .
ALESCO Sarf System
The Sarf system of ALESCO [19] is a derivation and inflection system for Arabic and is based on root-andpattern representation. This work has the advantage of being clearly built on a strong linguistic basis that is the standard morphology in Arabic [15] . As far as we know the Sarf lexicon has the best coverage in terms of roots, verbs and derivative nominals, compared to the work previously done both open or proprietary.
In this project the lexical materials are acquired from the reference books of Arabic lexicography; from CA dictionaries such as al-Muheet by al-Sahib bin 'Abbad The number of 7,564 roots gathered in this project, represents almost the entire Arabic language roots. The number of derived verbs is 21,705 triliteral lemmas and 2,308 quadriliteral lemmas which represents over 24,000 verb lemmas. From these roots the Sarf system can generate all derivative nouns, gerunds and adjectives.
Despite its good coverage, this project doesn't include the primitive nominals and gerunds.
NooJ Arabic Lexicon
The NooJ NLP platform [20] is a natural language processor; it regroups the linguistic resources for several languages. Its Arabic lexicon is lemma-based and counts 10,500 fully vocalized verbs [21] . The project does not use root-and-pattern representation; the author has suggested a new classification of Arabic verbs. The inflection and derivation of these verbs are accomplished by finite state transducers; each transducer represents a derivational or inflectional paradigm. The classification consists of 125 derivational paradigms and 130 inflectional paradigms. Neme [15] indicates that there are no figures on testing and evaluating the available system.
III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In the remainder of this paper we will focus on finite state technology and we will highlight the use of this technology in NLP in general and its use in building and storing the Arabic electronic dictionaries. So it is necessary to bring the formal definition of related terminology. FSM (Finite-State Machine) is a generic term to design all types of automata.
Definition 1
 Q is a non-empty finite set of states  L is non-empty set of letters and diacritics (the alphabet)  q 0 is an element of Q (the initial state)  F is a non-empty subset of Q (the final states)   is a relation defined from Q x L to Q (the transitions).
We say that an element l 1 l 2 …l n is recognized by the automaton A if and only if it corresponds to a sequence of n transitions labeled respectively by l 1 , l 2 ,… and l n , beginning with the initial state q 0 and ending with a final state p n l 1 l 2 …l n is recognized by A iff:
We call L * the set consisting of the empty  string and all finite sequences of elements of L. The set of elements in L * recognized by A is called the language defined by A. it is designated by L(A).
In the case of MSA, the alphabet set L consists of the Unicode range from \U0621 to \U0652. The basic Arabic range encodes the standard letters and diacritics, but does not encode contextual forms 2 . For instance, the Fig.1 represents FSA recognizing/storing the Arabic week days, the transitions are labeled only by consonants and long vowels. In order to simplify and to get non cumbersome figure we consider that words recognized by this automaton are unvoweled 3 (without short vowels or gemination mark).
Definition 2
A finite-state-p-subsequential transducer (FST) over L is a seven-tuple T = (Q, L, S, q0, q1, , )  Q is a non-empty finite set of states  L and S are non-empty finite sets of Arabic and Latin letters and diacritics (the input and the output alphabets, respectively)  q 0 is an element of Q (the initial state)  q 1 is an element of Q (the final state) 
The automaton (Q, L, q 0 , q 1 , ) is called the underlying FSA of the transducer T , for instance, the Fig. 2 shows an example of a transducer recognizing the Arabic week days and informing for each day whether it is a working day or day off. The FSA of Fig. 1 is acyclic and nondeterministic; this kind of automaton is used to recognize/store the lexicon of natural languages and sometimes termed lexicographic tree. The underlying automaton of the transducer in Fig. 2 is the result of determinization and minimization of this lexicographic tree.
Definition 3
An automaton A = (Q,L,q 0, F,), without -transitions, is called deterministic if and only if all the transition labels from any state are distinct. This is equivalent to noting that  is a function defined from Q x L to Q. 
Theorem
Given a deterministic automaton A, there exists one and only one minimal deterministic automaton A' which recognizes the same language [22] . We can easily notice that the number of states is reduced at 60% of states of the lexicographic tree.
Finite State Machines in NLP
Finite state technologies have shown their capacity to model different phenomena of natural language and their use has been shown to be successful in various areas of computational linguistics: lexical analysis, morphology and phonology, local syntax, syntax, text-to-speech synthesis and speech recognition [23] . Theoretically the finite-state automata are interesting because they are highly constrained; and in practical computational linguistics for natural language, finite-state automata are fast, usually compact in size, bidirectional, combinable using all valid finite-state operations and consultable using language-independent lookup code [24] .
Dictionaries as Finite State Machines
In finite state calculus, handling large automata of lexica with their inflections that can run into millions of paths is a matter of seconds [3] . The works of [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] show that minimal acyclic deterministic finite state automata represent finite languages and are therefore useful in applications such as storing words for spell checking, computer and biological virus searching, text indexing and XML tag lookup. In such applications, the automata can grow extremely large (with more 10 6 states) and are difficult to store without compression or minimization [35] . The experiments show the usefulness of the p-subsequential transducers and their minimization in the representation of large scale dictionaries [23] . A transducer is in general less voluminous than a multiterminal automaton (sometimes termed Moore automaton) [5] . Like deterministic automata, sequential transducers provide a very fast look-up depending only on the length of the input string and not on the size of the machine [23] .
Maurel and Guenthner [5] have studied the temporal and spatial complexity of storing a dictionary in a finitestate machine. In this study they compares a dictionary of D characters and W words stored in text file and minimal deterministic acyclic automaton of S states and alphabet A constructed from this dictionary. the study has concluded that the memory space is O(D) for the dictionary and O(S) for the automaton and the time needed to read a given word of length w is O(W  w) for the dictionary and is O(A  w) for automaton. The construction time of the automaton is estimated by O(D  log(S)) 4 .
Arabic Inflection and Derivation
Derivational morphology is concerned with creating new words from other words, a process in which the core meaning of the word is modified. For instance, the Arabic ‫/كاتب‬kAtib/ 5 writer can be seen as derived from the verb ‫/كتب‬katab/to write the same way the English noun"writer" can be seen as a derivation from the English verb "write" [4] . Derivational morphology usually involves a change in POS. The derived variants in Arabic typically come from a set of relatively well-defined lexical relations, e.g., location ‫مكان(‬ ‫/اسم‬Ism makAn/), time ‫زمان(‬ ‫/اسم‬Ism zamAn/), actor/doer/active participle ‫فاعل(‬ ‫/اسم‬Ism fAςil/) and actee/object/passive participle ‫مفعول(‬ ‫/اسم‬Ism mafςowl/) among many others. The derivation of one form from another typically involves a pattern switch. In the example above, the verb ‫كتب‬ /katab/ has the root ‫ك‬ -‫ت‬ -‫ب‬ k-t-b and the pattern 1a2a3; to derive the active participle of the verb, we switch to the pattern 1A2i3 to produce the form ‫/كاتب‬kAtib/writer.
Although compositional aspects of derivations do exist, the derived meaning is often idiosyncratic. For instance, the masculine noun ‫/مكتب‬maktab/office/bureau/agency and the feminine noun ‫/مكتبة‬maktaba.h/ library/bookstore are derived from the root ‫ك‬ -‫ت‬ -‫ب‬ k-t-b writing-related with the pattern+vocalism ma12a3, which indicates location. The exact type of the location is thus idiosyncratic, and it is not clear how the nominal gender difference can account for the semantic difference.
On the other hand, in inflectional morphology, the core meaning and POS of the word remain intact and the extensions are always predictable and limited to a set of possible features. Each feature has a finite set of associated values.
For instance, in the morphological analysis of the word ‫/وكتبه‬wakutubuhu/ may have 2 cases: |katab|,Verb, conjunction:wa, particle:ø, article: ø, person:3rd, gender:masc, number:sing, case:n/a, aspect:perfect,object:3MS, and he wrote it |kitAb|, Noun, conjunction:wa, particle:ø, article: ø, person:n/a, gender:masc, number:plur, case:gen, aspect:n/a, possessive:3MS, and his books [genitive] In the second case, the feature-value pairs number:plur and case:gen, indicate that particular analysis of the word ‫/وكتبه‬wakutubihi/ is plural in number and genitive in case, respectively. Inflectional features are all obligatory and must have a specific (non-null) value for every word. Some features have POS restrictions. In Arabic, there are eight inflectional features. Aspect, mood, person and voice only apply to verbs, while case and state only apply to nouns/adjectives. Gender and number apply to both verbs and nouns/adjectives.
Transducers for Arabic Derivation and Inflection
There are a number of advantages of the finite state technology that makes it especially attractive in dealing with human language morphologies; among these are the ability to handle concatenative and non-concatenative 5 Here and in what follows we use HSB transliteration (a variant of the Buckwalter transliteration) following every Arabic word. The HSB transliteration is chosen instead of the former for the following reason: one of the common critiques of the Buckwalter transliteration is that it is not easy to read [4] . [37] . As in Definition 2 a finite-state transducer is a finite automaton whose state transitions are labeled with both input and output symbols. Then it gives a result sequence of letters in output when recognizing the input one. Hence generally in Semitic languages and particularly in Arabic, the transducers are used in the derivation as well as in inflection. In the derivation the transducer produces verb or noun lemma when the root is recognized while in the inflection it produces all possible word forms 6 combined with their full morphological features when the lemma is recognized.
The Arabic verb lemma is derived from the triliteral and quadriliteral roots. As it is stated in [38] we can derive more than 24,000 Arabic verb lemmas from over 7,500 Arabic roots 7 by applying derivation patterns on the root consonants. For instance, to derive the triliteral primitive verb 8 lemma the following algorithmic rule, exposed in [19] , is used:
To calculate the lemma, in this rule the i must equals 3 and n can take values from 1 to 6. The transducer of Fig.4 recognizes a triliteral root and outputs one of these 6 possibilities. The upper path of the transducer outputs the lemma of the derived verb which matches in Arabic the 3 rd person masculine of the past tense form. The lower path generates the 3 rd person masculine of the present tense form. The combination of the two word forms allows identifying the 6 derivation patterns. For example, the transducer of Fig.4 represents the pattern 1a2a3a-ya12u3u ( َ ‫َل‬ ‫َع‬ ‫-ف‬ ُ ‫ُل‬ ‫ع‬ ‫َف‬ ‫/ي‬faςala-yaf.ςulu/). Here and in what fellows we use word form to mean the inflected form without clitics. We assume that the system using our dictionaries must have a processing unit to remove the proclitics and enclitics before applying our dictionaries. 7 The number of Arabic triliteral roots is more than 5734 and the quadriliteral roots are estimated more than 1830 roots. The number of derived verbs from triliteral roots is 7889 primitive verbs and 13816 augmented verbs. The number of derived verbs from quadriliteral roots is 1460 primitive verbs and 848 augmented verbs [38] . 8 Primitive or basic as opposed to augmented verbs. 
IV. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The building of lexical resources has close relationship with morphology generation. And the Arabic morphology concerns four phenomena: derivation, inflection, cliticization and morphophonemic/orthographic adjustments [4] . Because the nature of our lexical resources (lemma-based) we applied only inflection and morphophonemic/orthographic adjustment rules in building our verbal word form lexicon.
Our proposed approach is not data-driven but knowledge-based and hand-engineered technique. The rules are written as FSMs (part of the rules are hardcoded in conventional programming language) and the generated lexica are stored as FSMs. Although the proposed approach is not corpus-based we use a representative corpus of MSA for two reasons : i) The statistics of Arabic shows that the number of Arabic verb roots is estimated for more than 7,000 but the used ones do not exceed 1,000 [39] . So in our algorithm, instead of remembering all the verbs and adding them to the dictionary, we suggest adding only those having place in current usage. ii) The existing Arabic traditional dictionaries make no distinction between entries from MSA and CA. Therefore, they tend to include obsolete words that have no place in current usage. The current computational resources have inherited this drawback; for example SAMA lexicon contains several thousands of entries that are hardly ever encountered by modern Arabic speakers [3] . For these reasons, in our work the words attested in the MSA data i.e. encountered in the corpus are included in the lexicon while the others are filtered out.
Built Resources
As mentioned above, the target resources are monolexical unit dictionaries for Arabic verbs. And to comply with Unitex corpus processor we choose the DELA (Dictionnaires Electroniques du LADL, LADL 9 electronic dictionaries) structure as a format [40, 41] . The DELA dictionaries list practically all observed elementary or simple forms together with the relevant information about their inflectional paradigms. The basic form of such dictionaries is always the same and contains, for the moment, the following types of information : <Full form, Lemma, Syntactic category, Morphological 10 . This tag set is the result of a deep comparative study of several tag sets of previous Arabic NLP research projects. For further details we refer the reader to [1] .
DELA of LADL Formalism
Unitex is a corpus processing system based on automata-oriented technology. The electronic dictionaries distributed with Unitex use the DELA syntax. This syntax describes the simple and compound lexical entries of a language with their grammatical, semantic and inflectional information. We distinguish two kinds of electronic dictionaries. The one that is used most often is the dictionary of inflected forms DELAF (DELA of inflected forms) or DELACF (DELA of compound inflected forms) in the case of compound forms. The second type is a dictionary of canonical forms called DELAS (simple forms DELA) or DELAC (compound forms DELA).
Unitex programs make no distinction between simple and compound form dictionaries. We will use the terms DELAF and DELAS to distinguish the inflected and noninflected dictionaries, no matter they contain simple words, compound words or both.
V. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we explain the techniques we followed in the construction of our lexical resources.
Overview of the Methodology
The aim of the methodology is enabling the Arabic NLP community to build their own scalable lexical resources, by producing new entries in both lemma and word form dictionaries: DELAS and DELAF. Fig.5 summarizes this methodology and the subsequent paragraphs give further details. Algorithm 1, algorithm 2, algorithm 3 and algorithm 4 give the details about the automatic part of the methodology.
To add a new verb to the dictionary the user/annotator 11 is guided by a cursor in the text. So he browses through the text word by word and when he comes across a verb he introduces two of its word forms: the first one matches the verb lemma and the second one 10 The content of our tag set can be found at the link http://wwwigm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/zips/Arabic.zip. When unzipping this archive the tag set can be found with the name /Arabic/Dela/tagset.pdf. 11 The user/annotator should be at least an Arabic native speaker if not a linguist. He manually lemmatizes the verbs of corpus and gives the remaining five forms if needed. The annotation of the corpus can be done offline. 1. From the two above mentioned word forms, the inflectional pattern is calculated (cf. Algorithm1 and the relevant subsection), 2. The pattern of the introduced word forms are matched to the ones already stored, 3. If they match this means that the inflectional paradigm (the inflectional finite state transducer or the inflectional graph in the Unitex language) is already known and then we proceed to adding this verb to the lemma dictionary (DELAS) and the word forms dictionary (DELAF) 4. Else the algorithm automatically calculates the new inflectional transducer (inflectional graph) (cf. Algorithm 3 and the relevant subsection)
The Inflectional Pattern
The inflectional pattern represents the inflectional paradigm in a compact yet transparent notation. The calculation of this compact form relies on four principles:
1. Unlike what is stated in Arabic morphology, the inflection in our algorithm is based on lemma rather than the root 2. As noticed, Arabic inflection affects a welldetermined subset of consonants and vowels of the verb lemma at well-determined positions 3. If one can classify Arabic verbs depending on whether or not their consonants and vowels may be affected by the inflection phenomena, then we can find classes represent the different inflection paradigms of the verbs
We can determine the inflection paradigm of a verb from its inflection pattern. The inflection pattern is calculated as follows:
1. As discussed before, the pattern comprises two parts; 2. The characters of the two word forms are replaced by their corresponding codes, presented in Table 1 . ‫بَ‬ َ ‫َت‬ ‫ك‬ ‫ِبُ‬ ‫ت‬ ‫َك‬ ‫ي‬ /kataba yak.tibu/ to prescribe inflection pattern(
‫ا‬ ‫ى‬ ‫و‬ ‫ي‬ ‫أ‬ ‫ؤ‬ ‫ئ‬ ‫ء‬ ‫آ‬
‫َّى‬ ‫أد‬ ‫ِّي‬ ‫ُؤد‬ ‫ي‬ /Ad~aý yuŵd~iy/ to lead inflection pattern( ‫َّى‬ ‫أد‬ ‫ِّي‬ ‫ُؤد‬ ‫ي‬ )=HcsaY cuOcsiI
The New Transducer Generating Algorithm
In the case where the verb inflection transducer is not found, the algorithm proceeds to the calculation of a new transducer by combining the three components detailed in the sections below. These components are the template graph representing the framing of the new transducer (cf. subsection below), the second component, affixes, takes part in building the content of the new transducer boxes 12 . The numerical template is the final form of the transducer boxes (cf. subsection below) 12 In Unitex terminology, the box is equivalent to a sequence of transducer transitions, it contains the sequence input letters; this sequence is to be recognized. Under the box there is another sequence prefixed by ":" which is to be produced if the recognition succeeds, see the left side of Fig. 6 . For further reading the readers are referred to [42] . 
The Template Transducer
It represents a void structure which can be turned into an inflection transducer by filling in the inputs of its boxes and leaving the outputs as they are. An inflection transducer is a set of boxes (cf. Fig.5) where each box represents a full path in the transducer. The number of word forms for an Arabic verb is about 264 (in max case) represented as 184 Unitex graph boxes. As shown in Fig.6 the input and the output of a box are separated by a slash. For instance, <1 َّ َْ َ ُ ‫ت‬ /:A1smc:A1sfc> is the first box of Fig.6 . In the case of the template transducer the input contains a special character * which means void. The * will be replaced by the numerical template of the word form in the new generated transducer. 
Affixes
In Arabic, the verb inflection phenomenon affects the prefix, the suffix and sometimes the stem. In the 264 word forms of the verb, the stem takes at most five different forms. In our algorithm, these forms are drawn from the five elements introduced by the user. The affix file contains the prefixes and the suffixes which will be added to each stem in order to construct the numerical template of the word form which will replace the * in the template transducer. Up to that level of progress (70% of Arabic verbs) we needed only five different classes of affixes; in our algorithm, the choice of the right file of affixes is determined by the Algorithm 2.
Fig.7. Ambiguity in Unitex Graphs
The core of the affixes file consists of 184 lines. Each line has the structure <i1, i2, substr1, i3, substr2> and has meaning as follows: i1: the line number which also corresponds to the box number in the template transducer, it takes values from 0 to 183. i2: the substring length which is removed at the beginning in the numerical template according to one of the five forms introduced by the user, substr1: the substring which replaces the removed characters at the beginning of the numerical template, i3: the substring length which is removed at the end of the numerical template, substr2: the substring which replaces the removed characters at the end of the numerical template. 
The Numerical Template
In Unitex, the inflection of Semitic languages is expressed as numerical templates. For instance, Fig. 7 shows the numerical template for 3 rd masculine singular of the accusative present tense of a lemma of three consonants. In fact, words are inflected according to consonant skeletons. A lemma is made of consonants, and the inflection process is supposed to enrich this skeleton with short vowels and affixes.
The DELAS entry of the lemma ktb in the case of a Semitic language is supposed to be:
The $ sign before the grammatical code indicates that this is a Semitic entry, and the lemma is the consonant skeleton. The V31-123 indicates the used inflection transducer. When applying the lemma on the numerical template, the DELAF entry will be: yakotubu, ktb.V:aP3ms
In our algorithm, the numerical template is calculated from the five word forms introduced by the user. BAMA uses the same five possible stems to produce all possible word forms (more than 260). After removing characters and/or adding affixes as it is explained in section 5.5., we morphologically adjust the result word and then replace the consonant with their numeric order in the lemma. The adjustment is due to orthographic variations due to morphophonemic alternations. Variations are the discrepancies between the underlying or morphophonemic strings and their surface realization, which are either phonological or orthographical strings depending on the purpose of the grammar [24] .
Example:
If the user introduces the following 5 word forms: Finally, the acyclic deterministic transducer representing our verb dictionary is constructed; it's made up of two transducers one for the fully voweled word forms and the other for partially and unvoweled word forms. The determinization and minimization allowed us, for instance, to get a transducer with 67,723 states and 235,117 transitions from a dictionary of 6,633,299 entries and 210,791,741 characters (the partially and unvoweled forms dictionary).
VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this section we expose the outcomes of our approach. Our experiments exploit a corpus which is representative of MSA containing over 5 million words 13 . The table 2 shows the findings of the methodology. If one focuses his attention on the fourth column (verbs/transducer) he can easily notice that the table is divided in two parts. First part consisting of the first four lines and is characterized 13 The corpus is freely available at http://aracorpus.e3rab.com/argistestsrv.nmsu.edu/AraCorpus.tar.gz (last accessed Nov 2014). In our experiments we used only a part of this corpus: the original size of the aracorpus is more than 113 millions words [43] however in our experiments we used just a part containing 5 millions words.
by the low ratio verbs/transducer. For this part the ratio doesn't exceed 10 verbs per one transducer while it suddenly increases to 64.52 in the fifth line and 78.57 in the last line.
Another relevant point is that the 120 new transducers are created only for this stage which represents 70.17% of all transducers and that only for 1000 verbs (5.93% of all verbs). This finding clearly shows that the great number of inflection paradigms of our corpus verbs is generated in the first stage and means that our inflection system goes to stabilization, i.e. adding new verbs may not need designing new transducers. The last column of Table 2 shows that the growth rate of the new transducers is decreasing from 100% to 9.36% and the curve in Fig. 9 shows that the transducers increase much less than the verbs. The experiments also show that the resulting dictionaries have a good coverage. These resources cover more than 70% of Arabic. 
Evaluation
In this subsection we try to highlight the contribution, limitations and potential of our approach and its outcome: the content of the dictionaries. Therefore the evaluation of our system is done versus the ALESCO Sarf system. There are several reasons for which we have chosen the Sarf system as our gold reference. First, as it is stated in [15] , the Sarf system is built on a strong linguistic basis. Secondly, it is a freely open source system (data and code) 15 for Arabic derivation and inflection. Finally as far as we know it is the best Arabic verb inflection system in terms of coverage percentage.
In the evaluation process, we sampled randomly 100 verbs from the 16,855 verbs of our resources and we tried to compare the output of their inflection by our system to the inflection output of the gold reference. In this evaluation we used Sarf system as a verb conjugator.
The standard evaluation metrics namely precision (P), recall (R) and f-measure are calculated upon the True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) values as follows:
In the case of our system the TP represents the number of the correct produced word forms and also validated by the reference system. The TP equals 21,247 word forms. The FP in turn represents the wrong word forms of our system, it equals 4,953 word forms and finally FN represents the number of word forms that are not produced by our system but produced by the reference system. Then the evaluation metrics are as follows: As we can notice our system has high Recall and reasonable Precision; the low Precision compared to the Recall is due to the overgeneration problem of our system: the surplus word forms produced by the surplus paths of the transducers of our system. These surplus paths correspond to the morphological features number and gender of the 1 st person. In MSA there are only two true 14 The open dictionaries of this work can be found at http://wwwigm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/zips/Arabic.zip (last accessed Dec 2014) 15 The packages and documentation of the Sarf system can be found at http://sourceforge.net/projects/sarf/ (last accessed Dec 2014) possibilities (singular and plural for neuter gender) however in our transducer there are a total of six paths i.e. four extra paths and thus producing four extra wrong word forms. This problem can be simply corrected by deleting these extra paths in the 171 transducers.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Although the traditional grammar of the Arabic morphology and the editorial dictionaries are root-pattern based, we can conclude that building Arabic lexica based on lemma is more suitable for NLP tasks and easy to achieve. The experimentation and the evaluation of our system against the gold reference allowed us to conclude that our system is readily adaptable not only for verbs but also for nouns aside their types; however the same experimentation have shown that Sarf system produces word forms only for nouns that derived from the triliteral and quadriliteral roots. We consider the contribution in the current paper as a first step in building an Arabic lexica (verbs) and we plan the building of an analog lexica for Arabic nominals (nouns, adjectives and gerunds) in future research. All built resources will be distributed as open packages in the Unitex platform in the hope to be used and deployed in various Arabic NLP tasks such as Arabic named entity recognition and classification among others.
